
Meeting part 1: McGill Cyclist Coalition stuff

Two new allies: Jill, urban planning student, Yacob, urban planning grad, who have done research (new 
and literature) on issue of bikes, pedestrians and sharing space.

examples:
-Survey from 2008 on lower campus: pedestrians level of comfort. 35% come by bike 488 sample size. 
on lower campus.
-Zurich: police enforcement of pedestrianised space failed, revised to signage telling cyclists to ride 
slow and respectfully. People responded.
-Netherlands: finding the right mix for allocating space. 100-160 ped+cyclists/hr get painted line for 
seperation of space, over 160 need raised surface or physcial barrier.

Policy decisions need data on pedestrian flow on campus, could get some (with help new urban 
planning students).

Current situation requires constant enforcement, rather than enabling suggeting respectful compromise.

Next meeting to hear more info and discuss strategy: 6pm on WEDNESDAY SEPT 8th. In 
Archetecture building (meet outside). We need to invite people who are interested.

*****

Meeting Part 2: for the flat

Meeting Protocol:
Farid on consensus, from Bike Bike, resilience building... We could reinstate some way of 
constructively shaping our meeting time.
Rea: look up Zine Library, collective structures, consensus and bike collective.
So lets have a facilitator and Note taker from here on, maybe a separate speaker list handler.

       Side note: it would be good to have a resource page for us all the share. We
       Side note: on Side notes: we need to handle these side notes better...
For the minute taker: put list of tabled topics at the end of the minutes for the agenda next time.
Sample next meeting topic: we should work out what version of consensus we are useing. (0 or -1 or 
-2....) Farid will come back with more info.

September volunteer
        We have one EM on thursday. Discussion resulted in people promising to send in their schedules.

Schedule for the weeks: Wednesday need it still for collective meetings, for workshops. Workshops at 
7, meetings from 5:30. So be it.
Max: Also still can't support 4 days a week: need stronger volunteer base.
Richard: Send people to bike mechanic training? we should look at the price to support people going to 
bump up.
Farid: Experienced Mechanic: it just takes time (You can't pay to learn how to really mangle a seat 
post)
Farid can we give people key privileges without float privileges? Give more people more access to the 
shop?Volunteer Fridays might be a good way as an in between.



Krz: also we could make more accessible advanced mechanics training, integrate with the volunteer 
Friday?

September: Activities night 13th, 14th, We will move our operations outside, rather than table. Let 
SSMU know that we want to be outside and open rather than closed.

Law Ride support: Farid is going, starts at 9. Max too, Dan depending on Work availability.

Alleycat: Tristan wants us to be involved in an AlleyCat, on Sunday, wants to bring all the different 
communitees together, really inclusive. Looking for us to be there. Farid emailed back, saying we 
haven't formally been in on AlleyCat. Newsletter material; Goooo Zinta.

Next meeting: a few will go for strategy, and rest will start 5:30 meeting.

Issues for next meeting:
Training
Rent-a bike
Build-a-bike
Ask Stuart
Workshop Schedule (needs to be worked out around activities night and volunteer training.)

Zinta will be facilitator.


